
Select ‘unaffiliated’ 
from the list

_ref_affiliation (Affiliation_Type) 

Publisher Affiliation
Localisation /  Headquarters

Is information
about the entity responsible 

for the publication of the 
source present ?

_references (URL, Ref) 

Yes

No

Does the ‘publisher’ exist 
already in affiliation Table?

_ref_affiliation (Affiliation) 

Create new affiliation for 
this ‘publisher’

_ref_affiliation (Affiliation) 

No

Yes

Information found

Yes

Select ‘?’ from the list 

Insert the ID of the  
affiliation 

_ref_released_by (Affiliation_ID) 

Select the affiliation 
type(s) from the list 

_ref_affiliation (Affiliation_Type) 

Select ‘?’ from the list 

_ref_affiliation (Affiliation_Type) 

No

Search for a short 
description of the new

‘organisation’.

Insert the name of the 
entity 

Do this ‘publisher’ exists 
already in the DB?

_ref_released_by (Publisher) _ref_released_by (Publisher) 

Yes

No

Insert the ID of the 
publisher into the DB

_references (Released_By) 

Select the best matching 
publisher type(s) from the list 

_ref_released_by (Publisher_Type) 

Select the best matching 
publisher category 

_ref_released_by (Publisher_Category) 

If ‘Ref’ column > web 
search using data present 

in the field.
If ‘URL’ column > follow 
the link and use the root 

URL address.

Is Publisher identity found? 
No

Insert  ID= 274
_references (Released_By) 

Yes

Select the source
_references 

information about the 
author(s)

timestamp

information about a 
publisher of the source

information about the 
source

Yes

Has the affiliation just  
been added into the DB?

End of the procedure

No

Does publisher act as an 
indépendant actor in this 

particular context?

Yes

No

Insert the name of the  
direct hirer  level of its 

hierarchical dependence

Insert the name of the  
direct higher level of its 

hierarchical dependence

_ref_affiliation (Affiliation_Description_References) 

Provide sources used to 
formulate the description Is this ‘body’ a part of a 

bigger institution? 

No

Insert the name of the  
direct higher  level of its 
hierarchical dependence

No

Yes No

Yes

_ref_affiliation (Level_1)

_ref_affiliation (Level_2)

_ref_affiliation (Level_3)

End of the procedure
Is this ‘body’ a part of 

bigger institution? 

Is this ‘body’ a part of 
bigger institution? 

Is the localisation of
the affiliation known?

continent, country

No

Yes

Insert ‘?’  = unknown
_ref_loc (Other)

Insert  ID = 23 into 
_ref_author table

_ref_author (Localisation_ID)

Insert its ID from the  
_continent country table

Insert  ID = 9 into 
_ref_author table

_ref_author (Localisation_ID)

_ref_loc (Continent_Country_ID)

Is the localisation limited 
to a single locality?

Yes

No

Insert the data 
name in the official language + 

(name in English)
_ref_loc (City)

Search for the name of the 
locality in one of  the official 
languages of the country and 

in English.

Search for the geographical 
coordinates of the locality

decimal coordinates

Insert ‘multisite’
_ref_loc (City)

Insert the coordinates

_ref_loc (City_Coordinates)

Is the
localisation of the affiliation’s 

headquarters known? 
continent, country

No

Yes

Insert ID of the country from 
the  _continent country table

_ref_loc (Continent_Country_ID)

Insert the data 
name in the official language (name 

in English)
_ref_loc (City)

Search for the name of the 
locality in one of the official 

languages of the country and 
in English.

Search for the geographical 
coordinates of the locality

decimal coordinates

Insert the coordinates
_ref_loc (City_Coordinates)

Insert the ID of the 
localisation to the DB

_ref_affiliation (Localisation_ID)

End of the procedure

Does this locality exist 
already in the DB ?

continent, country

Yes

Does this locality exist 
already in the DB ?

continent, country

Yes

Insert the ID of the 
localisation to the DB

_ref_affiliation (Localisation_ID)

No

No

Yes

_ref_affiliation

Is the locality known?
Town, city, village

YesNo
End of the procedure

_ref_loc

Is the localisation defined by 
one country?

No
Organisation present on 

several continents?

No

Insert  ID =1 into 
_ref_author table

_ref_author (Localisation_ID)

Yes

Is it a good “impartial” and 
factual description?

No

Yes

Leave the field 
description empty

_ref_affiliation (Affiliation_Description) 

Insert the description

_ref_affiliation (Affiliation_Description) 

After multiple attempts
description is still missing Search again

_references

_ref_released_by

Reference

_ref_loc



_references
Yes

Insert the name of the  
direct hirer  level of its 

hierarchical dependence

Insert the name of the  
direct higher level of its 

hierarchical dependence

No

No

Is an information about 
author(s) present ?

No

Is the author defined as a 
consistent group ?

Does the group’s name 
already exist in the DB ? Enter new name into DB

Insert the ID of the  author 
into the  _references table 

No

Yes

Yes

_references (URL, Ref) 

_ref_author (Author) 
_ref_author (Author) 

Select ‘consistent group’ 
from the list

_ref_author (Authorship) 

Yes

_references (Author_IDs) 

Is the author defined as 
anonymous ?

Select ‘anonymous’ from 
the list. 

_ref_author (Authorship) 

Yes

No Do all author names 
already exist in the DB ?

_ref_author (Author) 

No

Yes

Create new record for 
each new name

_ref_author (Authors) 

Select ‘individual(s)’ from 
the list for each record

_ref_author (Authorship) 

If data present in URL column 
follow the URL of the source /
If data present in Ref column 

search for author using 
information it contains.

information about  
author(s) found

No

Yes

Deepen web search using 
existing data from Ref and URL 

column
Information found

Yes

Select ‘? ’ from the list
_ref_author (Authorship) 

Is it a good “impartial” and 
factual description?

No

Search for a short 
description of the 

author(s)

Insert the description
_ref_author (Description) 

Leave the field 
description empty 

_ref_author (Description) 

Yes

Does this ‘organisation’ 
exist already in the DB?

_ref_affiliation (Affiliation) 

Create new affiliation for 
this ‘organisation’

_ref_affiliation (Affiliation) 

No

Yes

Information found

Select ‘?’ from the list 

Insert the ID of the  
affiliation 

_ref_author (Affiliation_IDs) 

Select the affiliation 
type(s) from the list 

_ref_affiliation (Affiliation_Type) 

Select ‘unaffiliated’ 
from the list

_ref_affiliation (Affiliation_Type) 

Search for author(s) 
affiliation (as creators 

of this source)

No

Search for a short 
description of the new

‘organisation’

Is it a good “impartial” and 
factual description?

No

Yes

No

Leave the field 
description empty

_ref_affiliation (Affiliation_Description) 

_ref_affiliation (Affiliation_Description_References) 

Provide sources used to 
formulate the description

_ref_author (Description_References) 

Provide sources used to 
formulate the description

Does the source give 
information about author(s) 
affiliation in this particular 

context?

Is this ‘body’ a part of a 
bigger institution? 

No

Insert the name of the  
direct higher  level of its 
hierarchical dependence

No

Yes No

Yes

_ref_affiliation (Level_1)

_ref_affiliation (Level_2)

_ref_affiliation (Level_3)

End of the procedure
Is this ‘body’ a part of 

bigger institution? 

Is this ‘body’ a part of 
bigger institution? 

Does for each record a 
name inform on the gender 

of the author?

No

Select from the list
(male, female)

_ref_author (Gender) 

Search for 
information on the 

web 

Yes

Is the localisation of
the affiliation known?

continent, country

No

Yes

Insert ‘?’  = unknown
_ref_loc (Other)

Insert  ID = 23 into 
_ref_author table

_ref_author (Localisation_ID)

Insert its ID from the  
_continent country table

Insert  ID = 9 into 
_ref_author table

_ref_author (Localisation_ID)

_ref_loc (Continent_Country_ID)

Is the localisation limited 
to a single locality?

Yes

No

Insert the data 
name in the official language + 

(name in English)
_ref_loc (City)

Search for the name of the 
locality in one of  the official 
languages of the country and 

in English.

Search for the geographical 
coordinates of the locality

decimal coordinates

Insert ‘multisite’
_ref_loc (City)

Insert the coordinates

_ref_loc (City_Coordinates)

Is the
localisation of the affiliation’s 

headquarters known? 
continent, country

No

Yes

Insert ID of the country from 
the  _continent country table

_ref_loc (Continent_Country_ID)

Insert the data 
name in the official language (name 

in English)
_ref_loc (City)

Search for the name of the 
locality in one of the official 

languages of the country and 
in English.

Search for the geographical 
coordinates of the locality

decimal coordinates

Insert the coordinates
_ref_loc (City_Coordinates)

Insert the ID of the 
localisation to the DB

_ref_affiliation (Localisation_ID)

End of the procedure

Does this locality exist 
already in the DB ?

continent, country

Yes

Does this locality exist 
already in the DB ?

continent, country

Yes

Insert the ID of the 
localisation to the DB

_ref_affiliation (Localisation_ID)

No

Insert the description

_ref_affiliation (Affiliation_Description) 

No

Author Affiliation

Localisation /  HeadquartersReference

Select the source
_references 

information about the 
author(s)

timestamp

information about a 
publisher of the source

information about the 
source

After multiple attempts
author(s) description is still 

missing 

Information found
Yes

No

Insert ‘? ’ from the list
_ref_author (Gender) 

_ref_author

Reference

Search again

The affiliation has just been 
added into the DB

End of the procedure

Yes

No

After multiple attempts
description is still missing Search again

Yes

_ref_affiliation

Is the locality known?
Town, city, village

YesNo
End of the procedure

_ref_loc

Is the localisation defined by 
one country?

No
Organisation present on 

several continents?

No

Insert  ID =1 into 
_ref_author table

_ref_author (Localisation_ID)

Yes

_ref_loc

_references

No

Does author act as an 
indépendant actor in this 

particular context?

Select ‘?’ from the list 
_ref_affiliation (Affiliation_Type) 

Yes

Yes



_references

NoWas this reference used 
during definition effort?

Yes

Reference

_references (Refernce_Status) 

Enter ‘0’ value

Copy and paste the URL 
into the relevant field

Is an URL address present ?
_references (URL, Ref) 

Yes

No

Follow the link

Leave the relevant field 
empty

_references (Invalid_URL) 

Does the URL give an access 
to the document?

Yes

No

_references (Invalid_URL) 

Is the title of the 
document present ?

No

_references (URL, Ref) 

Yes

Insert the title
_refernces (Source_Title) 

Browse the web to find it

Specify the primary 
language of the source

_refernces (Language) _references (Refernce_Status) 

Enter ‘1’ value Create new record in the 
_ref_document table

Insert ID of the source 
from  _references table 

_ref_document (Source_ID) 

Select document type 
descriptor(s) from the list

_ref_document (Document_Type) 

Select document alteration 
type from the list

_ref_document (Alteration_Type) 

Select source nature 
descriptors from the list

_ref_document (Alteration_Type) 

Select the source
_references 

information about a 
publisher of the source

information about the 
source

timestamp

Document

_ref_document

Is the found ? No

Yes

Look for advices 

information about the 
author(s)



Select the source
_references 

Timestamp

Create new record in the 
_ref_timestamp table

Insert ID of the source 
from  _references table 

_ref_timestamp (Source_ID) 

Insert the date of the 
description of the source

_ref_timestamp (Description) 

Insert ‘0’ if the source is 
not accessible at the 

moment of its description
_ref_timestamp (Validity) 

Insert the of the first 
consultation of the 

source
_ref_timestamp (Consultation) 

Is the date of the source 
publication present ?

_references (URL, Ref) 

Yes

No

If ‘Ref’ column > web 
search using data present 

in the field.
If ‘URL’ column > follow 

the link.

Insert the date 
_ref_timestamp (Publication) 

Was the date found? 
No

End of the procedure

Yes

Insert ‘not applicable’
_ref_timestamp (Modification) 

Is the source a web source?

Yes

No

It’s the mast modification 
date present?

Yes

No

Insert the date 
_ref_timestamp (Modification) 

End of the procedure

timestamp

information about a 
publisher of the source

information about the 
source

_ref_timestamp

information about the 
author(s)
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